
	
1. Study	your	Africa	map.		I	am	only	going	to	require	you	to	know	15	of	the	countries.		

Here	is	the	list:		Egypt,	Libya,	Algeria,	Morocco,	Sudan,	Ethiopia,	Kenya,	South	Africa,	
Namibia,	Democratic	Republic	of	Congo,	Nigeria,	Cameroon,	Togo,	Ghana,	Tanzania		

	
	



2. Here	are	the	questions	from	our	Kahoots:	

	

	



	

	



	
	

3. Make	sure	you	study	the	following	information:		
	
-Scramble	for	Africa	mini-lecture	notes	
-Kenya	Independence	Cornell	Notes	
-Algeria	Independence	mini-lecture	notes	
-the	questions	you	answered	for	the	Rwanda	video		
	
(you	don’t	need	to	know	specifics	about	Paul	Kagame,	but	you	should	know	the	basic	
dynamics	between	the	Tutsis,	Hutus,	and	how	Belgian	behavior	during	colonialism	led	to	
deep	ethnic	divisions	in	Rwanda)	
	

4. Your primary source quote will probably come from one of the people we have 
talked about/you have learned about with specificity during this unit.  (Leopold 
II, Cecil Rhodes, Paul Kagame, Jomo Kenyatta) 
 
You will not be required to know who said the quote, but you will need to take 
a position on the author’s view of European involvement, and legacy in Africa.  
You will need to give three pieces of evidence to support your answer.   
 
 



Here is a sample primary source from South African leader Nelson Mandela: 
 
 
When I was a boy, amaMfengu* were the most advanced section of the community 
and furnished our clergymen, policemen, teachers, clerks, and interpreters. They were 
also amongst the first to become Christians, to build better houses, and to use scientific 
methods of agriculture, and they were wealthier than their Xhosa* compatriots. They 
confirmed the missionaries’ axiom [saying], that to be Christian was to be civilized, 
and to be civilized was to be Christian. There still existed some hostility toward 
amaMfengu... This local form of tribalism that I observed as a boy was relatively 
harmless. At that stage, I did not witness nor even suspect the violent tribal rivalries 
that would subsequently [later] be promoted by the white rulers of South Africa.  
 
*these are the names of native African tribes in modern South Africa 

1. Based on your reading of this primary source, what was the author’s belief about the 
effects of European involvement in Africa?  Give at least three pieces of evidence from the 
text that support your answer, and explain how each one supports your answer. 
 
scroll down if you’d like to see what a good answer looks like: 

 

 

 

 

Sample Answer 

The author believed the European effect on Africa was generally negative, because it caused 
rivalries between the tribes that adopted European culture and those that did not.  The first piece 
of evidence is when the author states, “amaMfengu were the most advanced…they were also 
amongst the first to become Christians.” This evidence supports my position because it shows 
that people’s views about tribal advancement were directly related to those tribes’ decision to 
adopt European religion.  The second piece of evidence is when the author states, “to be 
Christian was to be civilized, and to be civilized was to be Christian.”  Similar to my last piece of 
evidence, this quote illustrates that tribes were only considered civilized when they adopted 
European cultural practices, namely Christianity.  The last piece of evidence is when the author 
states, “I did not witness nor even suspect the violent tribal rivalries that would subsequently be 
promoted by the white rulers of South Africa.”  This quote supports my answer because it shows 
that not only did European presence lead to violent rivalries, but the Europeans actually tried to 
promote those rivalries.  All of these pieces of evidence support my answer that the author 
believed European involvement in Africa was negative because it caused conflict between those 
tribes that accepted European culture, and those that did not. 


